IWI Galil ACE SAR 7.62x39 Rifle GAR1651

IWI Galil ACE SAR 7.62 NATO Rifle GAR1651 $$ Price Click Promo SAVE $$

IWI Galil image

IWI GALIL ACE 7.62x51mm Rifle IWI-GAR1651. cold hammer forged chrome lined barrels for longevity and ease of cleaning. The twist rate is
1:12 Click Image for Details

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Sales price: $1,889.00

Ask a question about this product
Manufacturer: IWI

Description
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Special price available, Click ADD TO CART to view the limited time offer !!

GALIL ACE RIFLE GAR1651

New for 2015, after a lull of almost 25 years, IWI US is proud to bring back the world
famous Galil ACE family of pistols and rifles to the US commercial/civilian market.

The modernized Galil ACE is based upon the reliable mechanism of the original Galil
assault rifle first developed by IMI in the late 1960’s. Drawing inspiration from the
legendary Russian AK-47 and the Finnish Valmet RK 62, the IWI Galil ACE has been
continuously improved over the last 40+ years, resulting in today’s extremely reliable
and highly accurate Galil ACE.
Improvements made since the original Galil was first developed include:
Charging handle (reciprocating) moved to the left side of the milled steel receiver allowing for weak hand operation
LR/SR25 magazine compatibility
Weight reduction with the use of modern polymers
Full length 2-piece Picatinny top rail
Picatinny tri-rail forearm with built in, slide on/ off rail covers with pressure switch access
Side Folding adjustable telescoping buttstock with 2 position removable comb on all rifle models
Fully adjustable iron sights with Tritium front post
Backed by a 5 year warranty from IWI

Caliber

7.62 Nato (7.62x51mm)

Action

Semi-auto

Operating
System

Closed rotating bolt, long
stroke gas piston

Magazine Type

MAGPUL LR/SR25 GEN
M3

Magazine
Capacity

20 rounds

Barrel Material

Cold hammer forged,
CrMoV, chrome lined

Barrel Length

16"

Overall Length

36"

Weight

8.7 lbs w/out Magazine

Rifling

Right Hand, 1:12 inch twist

Stock Color

Black

Sights

Adjustable with Tritium front
post and 2-dot Tritium rear
aperture.

Restricted StatesSales of this rifle may be
restricted in certain states
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and the District of
Columbia. Please check
with your local authorities
regarding your local
firearms laws.
Optional
Equipment

N/A

Please note: listing is for Rifle only. Accessories such as flash lite, and optic are NOT INCLUDED

will be glad to ship this item to CA, You will need to purchase a GALIL
CA COMPLIANCE PACKAGE. Atlantic will install a fixed stock modification, Kydex grip
wrap, remove the flashider and replace it with a thread protector ( all parts are
included). Please discuss the purchase as well as all details with your transfer dealer before ordering. Please add the rifle to your
to your cart , this is also listed at the bottom of this page
cart and then add the GALIL CA COMPLIANCE PACKAGE
California Customers : We

original

and will need to be purchased before we can finish processing your order.

PLEASE NOTE: If you live in a magazine restricted state we remove the hi cap mag and
will be glad to substitute with a 10 round mag IF AVAILABLE. If a 10 round mag is not
available we will remove the hi cap magazine from the shipment. We cannot
ship prohibited magazines to out of state addresses. There will be no substitutions or
discounts offered for removal of mags.
It is your responsibility to be familiar with your current local gun laws BEFORE placing
your order. Please feel free to email us with questions you may have.
By placing an order with Atlantic Firearms you are acknowledging and agreeing to all Terms and
Conditions outlined in the Terms And Conditions section.
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